### Appointment "Change" Codes

#### Funding Responsibility
See "add" codes

#### Reason (Begin Appt Code)
See "add" codes

#### Reason (Begin Appt Reason Code)
See "add" codes

#### Prior Appointment
See "add" codes

#### Type (Appointment)
See "add" codes

#### Continuity
See "add" codes

#### Flsa
See "add" codes

#### Seasonal
See "add" codes

#### Basis
See "add" codes

#### Over Maximum
See "add" codes

#### Under Minimum
See "add" codes

#### Faculty Relationship
See "add" codes

#### Type (Probation)
See "add" codes

#### Guaranteed Length
See "add" codes

#### External Affiliation
See "add" codes

#### Federal Appt
See "add" codes

#### Length Monitor
See "add" codes

#### Next Location
See "add" codes

#### Line Command
A = Add  C = Change  D = Delete

#### Type (Dil) % Schedule
D = Dept PE  L = Leave

#### End Appointment Code
- 01 = Resignation (reason 06, 08, 09, blank)
- 02 = Retirement (reason blank)
- 03 = Non-renewal (reason 04, 05, 06)
- 04 = Layoff (reason 01, 02, 04, 05)
- 05 = Death (reason blank)
- 06 = Fixed Terminal (reason blank)
- 07 = Dismissal (reasons 03, 07, blank)
- 08 = Graduation (reason blank)
- 09 = Canceled (reason blank)

#### Leave Type
- 01 = Military
- 02 = Educational
- 03 = Professional
- 04 = Medical
- 05 = Maternity
- 06 = Paternity
- 07 = Adoption
- 13 = Seasonal
- 14 = Suspension
- 15 = Labor Dispute
- 16 = Sabbatical
- 17 = Elder/Depend
- 09 = Health
- Blank = Does not apply

#### Percent Change Reason
- 01 = Nonrenewal
- 02 = Layoff
- 03 = Voluntary
- 04 = Change in Level
- 05 = Contract/Letter
- Blank = Does not apply

#### Rate Change Reason
- 001 = Chg in Duties/Reclass
- 002 = Reallocati
- 003 = Promote/Progress
- 004 = Correction
- 005 = Group Equity
- 006 = Individual Equity
- 007 = Equity
- 008 = College Min (L&S Lect)
- 009 = Temp Payment
- 035 = Contract Trng
- 037 = Sr Prefix-Crt
- 038 = Tech Excellence
- 039 = Quality Reinvest Plan
- 040 = Recruitment & Retention
- 041 = Parity
- 042 = Addtl Wage Adjustment
- 043 = Guar Minimum ATB
- 044 = Interim Merit
- 045 = Equity Study
- 046 = Grid Placement
- 047 = Deactivate Rate
- 048 = Law Suit/Settlement
- 049 = Addtl Grid Adj
- 050 = Anniv Adj
- 051 = 6-Month Increase
- 052 = Structure Adj
- 053 = Board Attainment
- 054 = New Title Assign
- 055 = Temp Rate End
- 056 = Perf Award - PRA
- 057 = Disc Comp Adj
- 058 = Final Grid Adj
- 059 = PRA (Funded)
- 060 = Addtl Struc Adj
- 061 = San Strat
- 062 = DCA (funded)
- 063 = Comp Pattern
- 064 = Discretionary Merit
- 070 = Pay Plan 2nd Yr
- 071 = Pay Plan Addl
- 072 = Disc Mark Adj
- 077 = Temp Payroll A

#### Title Change Reason
- 001 = Chg in duties/Reclass
- 002 = Reallocation/Reorganize
- 003 = Promote/Progress
- 004 = Correction
- 021 = Appt Conversion
- 024 = Educ Attainment
- 025 = Temp Crng in Duties
- 026 = Title History
- 029 = Restruct Cng
- 030 = Due to Title Appeal
- 031 = Back-up Appt Activated
- 032 = Check-up
- 033 = Perform Recog/Extra Merit
- 034 = E-LT Supp

#### Probation End Date Change Reason
- 01 = Re-eval Prior Serv
- 02 = Error Correction
- 03 = Leave of Absence
- 04 = Extension
- 05 = Change in Guarant %
- 06 = Probation Ended

#### Service Status
1 = Emeritus
2 = Distinguished Service
3 = Certificate of Appreciation